Dear LSU Community,

The new year is a time for new beginnings and recommitment to our shared goals. As we face the challenges of the pandemic, we are reminded of how resilience and adaptability can open doors to new opportunities.

We are entering the spring semester with great optimism. It was an extraordinary year for academic excellence. Despite unpreceded circumstances, we are one of the state's most impactful leaders in our pandemic fight.

The LSU community will join together for Giving Day 2021. Mark your calendars by clicking here. You will open in March for the Fall 2021 cohort. Students can express interest by filling out Applications for the 2021-2022 LSU Family Association Scholarship.

We are excited to announce the series' return for the Drive-In Movie Series is Back! Tigers Advancing in the Future.

We are a federal grant that supports students to succeed in school and beyond. If you need help with academic strategies, students can use our MyStudentBody (MSB) as an incoming student, they have a hold on their schedule. Ask

Apart from that, we are providing the information about the scholarship. Visit...read more

We have a list of upcoming events in the Campus Life category, for students who need to complete registration, please note the first week of registration.

The LSU President & Family Programs hopes you have enjoyed reading the January Email Update. We wish you a healthy and successful year ahead. And that's why, at the start of this new year, we will emerge stronger this year for all that we accomplished last year and that we always retain the future.

A New Year, a New Start! New year, fresh start! The new year and semester offer fresh opportunities for personal growth, professional development, and academic success. It is a time to reflect on the past and set new goals for the future.

We are happy to announce the return of the Drive-In Movie Series for the spring semester.
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